Necessary and sufficient conditions for the equivalence of the statements: (I) The system b-Axe T, xe S, is consistent. (IO76 T*,/4ffjyeS*=>Re(6,jy)^0,aregivenintermsofthe sets 5 and T and the matrix A. Sufficient conditions for this equivalence are obtained in the case where S and T are closed convex cones.
Notation and preliminaries.
C denotes the «-dimensional complex vector space. Rn denotes the «-dimensional real vector space. R" is the nonnegative orthant in Rn. Cmxn denotes the space of wx« complex matrices.
For x,y e C": Re x is the real part of x, (x, y) = (y, x) is the inner product of x and y.
For S, T<^Cn: SxTis the cartesian product.
/" is the identity matrix of order «. A polyhedral cone is a closed convex cone. The polar, S*, of 5 is given by S* = {y e Cn | x e S=> Re(x, j) ^ 0}.
If 5c r, then S*=> 7"*. The polar of a subspace is its orthogonal complement. In particular (N(A))*=R(AH). S* is a closed convex cone. S**=(S*)* is the smallest closed convex cone which contains S. Thus, S**=S if and only if S is a closed convex cone, and S*=S***.
The interior of 5*, int S*, is given algebraically by int S* = {y e S* | 0 ^ x e S => Re(x, y) > 0}.
For a cone S, int S*j^0 if and only if S is pointed.
A set Sc C" is affine if (1 -2)S+A5c S for all real 2. Every affine set is a translation of a subspace. The smallest affine set containing S, denoted by aff S, is called the affine hull of S. When S is a convex cone, aff S is a subspace.
The relative interior of a convex set 5, denoted by ri S, is the interior which results when S is regarded as a subset of aff 5. When S is a pointed cone, ri S* = int S*. For more on cones, affine sets and relative interiors the reader is referred to [7] , especially § §1 and 6.
Let S be a closed convex cone in Cn, A e Cmxn, S the closed convex cone S when regarded as a subset of aff S, and S* the polar cone of S (in aff S). Decompose Cn to aff 5 x (aff S)* and define Ä, a linear transformation from aff S to Cm, by Äx=A[x, Ö] where Ö is the origin of (affS)*. Then riS^ntS, S* = (S)*x (aff 5)* and ÄHz is the perpendicular projection of AHz on aff S.
2. Consistency over sets. Triplets S, T, A for which (I) and (II) are equivalent are characterized in the following theorem. (e)=>(a). The image, by a linear transformation, of a polyhedral cone is a polyhedral cone. The sum of two polyhedral cones is a polyhedral cone. So AS+ T is a polyhedral cone and thus a closed convex cone.
The paper is concluded with two remarks on Theorem 2.
1. Conditions (a) and (e) of Theorem 2, were proved, in the case where T is the origin, by Ben-Israel [1, Theorems 2.4 and 3.5]. Special choices of S include the Lemma of Farkas [5] (where S=R+) and a theorem of Levinson [6] . Condition (c) of Theorem 2 is due to Sposito-David [8] . Condition (d) is a finite version of Theorem 5 of Fan [4] .
2. The conditions in Theorem 2 are not equivalent. To show this let T=Cm or A=f). In both cases (c) cannot hold and (a) holds, while (b) is true if and only if S is a subspace.
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